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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers is exporting 40 million Account records from Salesforce using Informatica Cloud. The ETL tool fails
and the query log indicates a full table scan time-out failure. What is the recommended solution? 

A. Modify the export job header to specify Export-in-Parallel. 

B. Modify the export job header to specify Sforce-Enable-PKChunking. 

C. Modify the export query that includes standard index fields(s). 

D. Modify the export query with LIMIT clause with Batch size 10,000. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two aspects of data does an Enterprise data governance program aim to improve? 

A. Data integrity 

B. Data distribution 

C. Data usability 

D. Data modeling 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What 2 data management policies does the data classification feature allow customers to classify in salesforce? Choose
2 answers: 

A. Reference data policy. 

B. Data governance policy. 

C. Data sensitivity policy. 

D. Compliance categorization policy. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

During the implementation of Salesforce, a customer has the following requirements for Sales Orders: 

1.
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 Sales Order information needs to be shown to users in Salesforce. 

2.

 Sales Orders are maintained in the on-premises enterprise resource planning (ERP). 

3.

 Sales Order information has more than 150 million records. 

4.

 Sales Orders will not be updated in Salesforce. 

What should a data architect recommend for maintaining Sales Orders in salesforce? 

A. Us custom objects to maintain Sales Orders in Salesforce. 

B. Use custom big objects to maintain Sales Orders in Salesforce. 

C. Use external objects to maintain Sales Order in Salesforce. 

D. Use Standard order object to maintain Sale Orders in Salesforce 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

UC has a legacy client server app that as a relational data base that needs to be migrated to salesforce. 

What are the 3 key actions that should be done when data modeling in salesforce? Choose 3 answers: 

A. Identify data elements to be persisted in salesforce. 

B. Map legacy data to salesforce objects. 

C. Map legacy data to salesforce custom objects. 

D. Work with legacy application owner to analysis legacy data model. 

E. Implement legacy data model within salesforce using custom fields. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Salesforce Sales Cloud and Service Cloud. As part of their implementation,
they are planning to create a new custom object (Shipments), which will have a lookup relationship to Opportunities.
When creating shipment records, Salesforce users need to manually input a customer reference, which is provided by
customers, and will be stored in the Customer_Reference__c text custom field. Support agents will likely use this
customer reference to search for Shipment records when resolving shipping issues. UC is expecting to have around 5
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million shipment records created per year. What is the recommended solution to ensure that support agents using
global search and reports can quickly find shipment records? 

A. Implement an archiving process for shipment records created after five years. 

B. Implement an archiving process for shipment records created after three years. 

C. Set Customer-Reference_c as an External ID (non-unique). 

D. Set Customer-Reference_c as an External ID (unique). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

As part of addressing general data protection regulation (GDPR) requirements, UC plans to implement a data
classification policy for all its internal systems that stores customer information including salesforce. 

What should a data architect recommend so that UC can easily classify consumer information maintained in salesforce
under both standard and custom objects? 

A. Use App Exchange products to classify fields based on policy. 

B. Use data classification metadata fields available in field definition. 

C. Create a custom picklist field to capture classification of information on customer. 

D. Build reports for customer information and validate. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Get Cloudy Consulting monitors 15,000 servers, and these servers automatically record their status every 10 minutes.
Because of company policy, these status reports must be maintained for 5 years. Managers at Get Cloudy Consulting
need access to up to one week\\'s worth of these status reports with all of their details. An Architect is recommending
what data should be integrated into Salesforce and for how long it should be stored in Salesforce. 

Which two limits should the Architect be aware of? (Choose two.) 

A. Data storage limits 

B. Workflow rule limits 

C. API Request limits 

D. Webservice callout limits 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9
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Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has a variety of customers that include householder, businesses, and individuals. 

The following conditions exist within its system: 

NTO has a total of five million customers. 

Duplicate records exist, which is replicated across many systems, including Salesforce. 

Given these conditions, there is a lack of consistent presentation and clear identification of a customer record. 

Which three option should a data architect perform to resolve the issues with the customer data? 

A. Create a unique global customer ID for each customer and store that in all system for referential identity. 

B. Use Salesforce CDC to sync customer data cross all systems to keep customer record in sync. 

C. Invest in data duplicate tool to de-dupe and merge duplicate records across all systems. 

D. Duplicate customer records across the system and provide a two-way sync of data between the systems. 

E. Create a customer master database external to Salesforce as a system of truth and sync the customer data with all
systems. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers (UC) has a data model as shown in the image. The Project object has a private sharing model,
and it has Roll -Up summary fields to calculate the number of resources assigned to the project, total 

hours for the project, and the number of work items associated to the project. What should the architect consider,
knowing there will be a large amount of time entry records to be loaded regularly from an external system into
Salesforce.com? 

A. Load all data using external IDs to link to parent records. 

B. Use workflow to calculate summary values instead of Roll -Up. 

C. Use triggers to calculate summary values instead of Roll -Up. 

D. Load all data after deferring sharing calculations. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

How can an architect find information about who is creating, changing, or deleting certain fields within the past two
months? 

A. Remove "customize application" permissions from everyone else. 
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B. Export the metadata and search it for the fields in question. 

C. Create a field history report for the fields in question. 

D. Export the setup audit trail and find the fields in question. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Northern trail Outfitters (NTO) uses Sales Cloud and service Cloud to manage sales and support processes. Some of
NTOs team are complaining they see new fields on their page unsure of which values need be input. NTO is concerned
about lack of governance in making changes to Salesforce. 

Which governance measure should a data architect recommend to solve this issue? 

A. Add description fields to explain why the field is used, and mark the field as required. 

B. Create and manage a data dictionary and ups a governance process for changes made to common objects. 

C. Create reports to identify which users are leaving blank, and use external data sources o agreement the missing
data. 

D. Create validation rules with error messages to explain why the fields is used 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

What should a data architect do to provide additional guidance for users when they enter information in a standard
field? 

A. Provide custom help text under field properties. 

B. Create a custom page with help text for user guidance. 

C. Add custom help text in default value for the field. 

D. Add a label field with help text adjacent to the custom field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers wants to implement a data -quality process to monitor the data that users are manually entering
into the system through the Salesforce UI. Which approach should the architect recommend? 

A. Allow users to import their data using the Salesforce Import tools. 

B. Utilize a 3rd -party solution from the AppExchange for data uploads. 
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C. Utilize an app from the AppExchange to create data -quality dashboards. 

D. Use Apex to validate the format of phone numbers and postal codes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

The architect is planning a large data migration for Universal Containers from their legacy CRM system to Salesforce.
What three things should the architect consider to optimize performance of the data migration? Choose 3 answers 

A. Review the time zones of the User loading the data. 

B. Remove custom indexes on the data being loaded. 

C. Determine if the legacy system is still in use. 

D. Defer sharing calculations of the Salesforce Org. 

E. Deactivate approval processes and workflow rules. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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